Passenger by Young, Stefanie A
 Arts Practitioner Exhibition Proposal Form 
July 2014 – December 2014  To be submitted 
no later than 31st March 2014  
  
  
 
Artist name (or group coordinator’s name)     STEFANIE YOUNG 
NAOMI WILLIAMS 
Group name    PASSENGER  
Address        PENCARROW ROAD 
TAMAHERE 
270 WAIKATO 3283 
Home phone     0212044081 
Mobile phone     0212044081 
Email     stefanie.young@wintec.ac.nz 
Website      
Preferred gallery    MAIN GALLERY  
Preferred month     NOVEMBER (LATE) 
Exhibition title (to be confirmed closer to 
exhibition)   
PASSENGER  
Media     PHOTOGRAPHY – iPHONE, LO-MO 
	
 
 
  
 
Artist background information  
Stefanie Young – MFA New York - Senior Lecturer & Photo Pathway Coordinator at 
Wintec. Research and exhibit in both NZ and internationally.  (will attach CV to email)  
Work with ideas of perception and memory within my photographic practice. 
Naomi Williams – Co-exhibitor.  MFA – Elam. Exhibits photography working with 
ideas of landscape and the metaphorical absence and memory.  We will both be in 
the Survey Hamilton, City Limits exhibition at Waikato Museum in August 2014 with 
David Cook, Mark Purdom and Tim Velling.        
A brief statement about your work  
See attached docs.        
Project description 
Passenger is a collection of iPhonography and Lo-Mo (Diana, Holga etc) images that 
suggest the glimpse or passing of being in our worlds.  Predominantly landscape or 
the idea of ‘from the car’, this exhibition will be 30-40 photographs 600x400mm 
installed in the gallery.  It will comprise of a visual journey of sorts, challenging our 
perceptions of the world around us, what we see, what we catch a passing view of and 
ultimately what has taken our attention – if only for a moment.               
Description/measurements of the works to be exhibited 
30-40 photographs  600x400mm (for Stefanie Young) digitally printed on dibond + 
laminate (PCL Auckland printing)  (20+ images Naomi Williams)          
Are there any specific requirements for the exhibition? (i.e. plinths, lighting, TV etc.) 
No apart from the installation of works on walls which will take a less traditional linear 
assemblage of works.      
	
  
Artists’ declaration:  
  
I have read and accept the responsibilities of both Wallace Gallery Morrinsville and the 
Artist, as outlined in this proposal.  
I enclose the completed Wallace Gallery Morrinsville Exhibition Proposal form, supporting 
documents and images as requested.  
  
Signature: StefanieYoung  
  
Date:  
 24 March 2014 
Send to Leah Murphy, Gallery Director at the address above.        
  
  
 
_____________________________________________________  
For Gallery use only below this line  Date Submitted:  
  
Proposal accepted/rejected:  
  
Notes:  
  
